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CSK-32 Stripper for rotary screen after polymerization
Application: For Stripping the photo emulsion after
polymerization, it can be re-use the used rotary screen
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Easy to remove the curried emulsion and re-use the
rotary screen, safe and friendly for environmental and
health
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Clean the dye and tape on the screen. Should be sway
homogeneously in the this products container before use
it, Then Pour into the tank and heated this liquid to 60℃.
When the liquid temperature reached 60℃, drawing the
rotary screen off and dipping it into the warmed liquid
and keep the temperature. Wait for about 5-15 minutes
until the emulsion separates from the screen with a piece
of sponge, Then take them to the other tank with
degreasing liquid or alkaline water 1-3 minutes for
remove the oil mark. Then rinsing with clean water and
dry screen at 104℉ (40℃) store in a dust free, dry
environment prior to coating.

Main Point
1. Should be sway homogeneously in the this products
container before use it. It will be better for make the
whole liquid in the package pour into the tank.
2. The liquid temperature must reached and keep 60℃.
Otherwise some screen will strip slowly or some screen
can’t strip clean.
3.It need take the stripped screen to degreasing liquid or
alkaline water 1-3 minutes for remove the oil mark.
Otherwise some screen will have some oil mark so that
influencing coating quality.

Products manufactured in China
PACKAGING
available in 25KGS containers
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
For additional product information, please contact with
us.
Thank you for choosing CSK.
This data sheet is for your information, a legally binding guarantee
of the product's suitability for a peculiar application cannot be
derived. No responsibilities can beundertaken for occuring damages.
Our products are subject to a continuous production and quality
control and leave our factory in perfect condition.
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